Can Sungu, Ömer Alkın // Please Rewind German-Turkish Film and Video Culture in
Berlin
"Along with labor migration from Turkey, Turkish film culture has, over the years,
established itself in West Berlin. Starting with screenings of Turkish films in Berlin
cinemas, the video cassette conquered the market in the 1980s. Video nights became
important family events; the video rental industry was booming. In addition to the import
of videos from Turkey, videos which examined experiences of migration and questions of
identity were also produced in Germany. This publication is dedicated to the re-discovery
of the German-Turkish film and video culture which continues to shape the post-migrant
society to this day.
From the introduction
Berlin’s post-war society has become a post-migrant society: migratory movements have
fundamentally influenced the culture and public life of the city. Indeed, if we really take
the heterogeneity of this society into account, it becomes necessary to also consider
Germany’s remembrance culture on a transnational scale. The history of German-Turkish
film and video culture in West Berlin, with which this book is concerned, is one of those
topics which has been thus far neglected, despite the fact that it plays an immense
biographical role for many people to this day.
Alongside the labor migration from Turkey, a process that began in the 1960s, Turkish
film culture came to West Berlin. Starting with film screenings in cinemas, Turkishlanguage video cassettes finally conquered the market in the 1980s as a welcome
alternative to German TV, the only thing available at the time. In the families of the socalled guest workers – who were otherwise, due to the language barrier, offered very little
in the way of culture – video evenings in front of the TV at home became important
events in family life. Whilst in Turkey there was initially no large-scale video technology,
the film reels were imported and then recorded on tape in Germany. Then, alongside
distribution in Germany, these tapes were often exported back to Turkey. The numerous
video stores in which these films were on offer played a central role in the distribution of
video cassettes in Berlin, as well as the ’Turkish Bazaar‘ at the subway station
Bülowstraße. Here, one could acquire videos alongside a diverse selection of other
goods imported from Turkey. The Turkish video cassette was booming in West Berlin, as
well as in other German cities at that time."
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